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This collection of time-tested riddles and knock-knock jokes from Highlights will trigger a laugh
attack every time kids open them, and hilarious illustrations by Kelly Kennedy add to the fun. Kids
love jokes, and this is a great joke book for kids ages six and up! This book will give kids a great
way to entertain themselves and others while helping them develop an understanding of humor,
which is an important social developmental skill. The forth book in the Laugh Attack series, this book
is sure to be a delight. With a wealth of jokes and riddles, these joke books are perfect for sharing
laughs with family and friends. From food to countries, more than 500 side-splitting knock-knock
jokes will keep kids laughing for hours. All jokes are age-appropriate, wholesome, and great for kids
to share with family, friends and anyone who needs a laugh!Knock Knock.Whoâ€™s
there?Honeycomb.Honeycomb who? Honeycomb your hair &#150; itâ€™s tangled.Knock
Knock.Whoâ€™s there?Radio.Radio who? Radio not, here I come.Knock Knock.Whoâ€™s there?
Hammond.Hammond who? I like Hammond eggs for breakfast.Knock Knock.Whoâ€™s there?
Jamaica.Jamaica who? Jamaica good grade on your math test?If you think these jokes are funny,
youâ€™ll love the Laugh Attack! series!
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Figured this book written by Highlights would be more child friendly. Not completely. While there are
many sections my son (4) gets and finds hilarious, there is a whole section based on play on words

using different countries from around the world. Not sure a 10 year-old would get those and by 10,
most kids would think these jokes were corny. (Publisher says ages 7 and up). Overall, a good buy
as thick book and LOTS of jokes.

Cute jokes for five-eight year olds. This is a thick paperback that is well worth the money. I think it is
a quality product from Highlights.

My grandson who is 5 years old is learning to read in kindergarten. These words are mostly short
and easy to learn. I am havingalot of fun going through these jokes as my grandson is also learning
to read these words. What kiddo wouldn't like to have alotof fun while still learning to read?!

My four year old grand-daughter is enchanted by knock-knock jokes. She loves to laugh, and has
her timing down well.However, there are only so many SHE/we know.That does not stop her
though.She makes up hilarious words. I was so happy to find this book from Highlights.She can
learn some for now and many other knock-knock jokes later as her vocabulary and ability to
understand subtle nuances increase. I think this would be so such a great book to have for 2 or
more kids to have so much fun together. The grown ups may not find a session as much fun as the
kids, but lasting memories can come from simple joys. Arrived on schedule and in excellent
condition. There is one more book for kids for about $2.74,I did not have a lot of time to investigate
it, but it may be super too.

This was a gift for my 8 year old grand daughter. She really enjoyed reading and telling the
jokes.She has some speech issues so she has to has to enunciate clearly so the jokes can be
understood.I gave it 4 stars because some of the jokes can't be understood by children and what
adult really likes knock knock jokes?

I bought this book to amuse the small boys in our family (ages 5 & 7). It's useless for that purpose.
Kids would not even get most of the wordplays, they are so strained, and the jokes are not
especially funny.Here's an example: "Knock knock. Who's there? Garden. Garden who? A dragon is
garden the treasure." A corny pun. And it doesn't even follow any of the patterns of traditional knock
knock jokes. All the jokes are this lame. I have recycled the book.

I haven't not actually read this book but I gave it to my joke loving son for his sixth birthday and I've

been hearing about it ever since. Some of the jokes are groaners, but even bad jokes make a nice
change of pace from the two knock knock jokes he told incessantly before receiving this book. As
you would expect from the publishers, the jokes are clean and gentle. Some of the word play jokes
required a bit of explanation to him, but that's not a bad thing - he learned some new ideas in the
process. A good buy!

My 7 year old grandson can't get enough of the Knock-Knock genre.. and this provides plenty of
fresh material for him.
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